



Mood alteration in students who participated in a long-distance walking event and a walk rally
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Abstract
This study aimed to evaluate mood alteration in students who participated in two walking events: a
long-distance walking event and a walk rally. In each event, alteration of mood (“pleasantness,”
“relaxation,”and“anxiety”) was measured using a mood scale before, during, and after each event. 
In the long-distance event, significant alterations in“pleasantness”(p ＜ 0.001) and“anxiety”(p ＜ 0.01)
were observed. In a comparison of measurements made before and after the walking events,
“pleasantness”scores increased (p ＜ 0.001) while“anxiety”scores decreased (p ＜ 0.01). In the walk
rally, there were significant alterations in“pleasantness”(p ＜ 0.001),“relaxation”(p ＜ 0.05), and“anxiety”
(p ＜ 0.01). Specifically,“pleasantness”scores increased during (p ＜ 0.001) and after (p ＜ 0.001) the rally
compared with before the rally;“relaxation”scores increased during the rally (p ＜ 0.05) whereas“anxiety”
scores decreased (p ＜ 0.05). There was also a significant decrease in“anxiety”scores taken during the
rally and those taken after the rally (p ＜ 0.01). In both events, an increase in positive mood and a decrease
in negative mood resulted from transient exercise.
Differences in mood alteration were found between the events. In comparison to the long-distance
walking event, the walk rally appeared to promote an increase in“relaxation”and a decrease in“anxiety,”
possibly because it is completed in a comparatively short time and has competitive characteristics.
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化 ＊p＜0.01， ** p＜0.01 vs. 出発前
図２　ウォーキングイベントⅡ（ウォークラリー）の出発前，
中間地点および終了後の感情状態の変化
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図３　二種類のウォーキングイベントの比較（快感情）
＊＊p＜0.01，*** p＜0.001 vs. 出発前
図４　二種類のウォーキングイベントの比較（リラックス感）
＊p＜0.05 vs. 出発前，§p＜0.05 vs. ウォーキング
図５　二種類のウォーキングイベントの比較（不安感）
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